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Dear CityKIDS Leaders and Volunteers,
Thank you for wanting to invest in the next generation! We read in the Bible in Psalm 127:3
“that children are a gift from the Lord.” We know that just as much as children are a blessing to
their parents they are an incredible blessing to our church family as well. They teach us so
much about simple faith and trust, seeing joy in the everyday circumstances, and deepen our
understanding of how much the Father loves us. It is our desire that both individual families
and the church family can help nurture our children to see Jesus. We pray that each of our
children will declare and display the gospel one day in their lives.
We believe that the Lord wants to draw many to Himself and we pray that deep Gospel roots
will be established in their hearts both through the structures of Redemption City Church and
in the four walls of their homes.
We want to provide a safe, consistent, and fun environment for our CityKIDS. We want them
to grow in their biblical understanding of who God is, what He has done, and how that
changes them. We make a consistent effort to show that Jesus is the hero of every story in the
Bible. That each story whispers His name. And yes, there are lots of stories in the Bible, but all
the stories are telling one Big Story. The story of how God loves His children and comes to
rescue them. We also believe in the power and presence of the Holy Spirit and when God
brings our CityKIDS to saving faith that the Spirit will move them to declare and display the
good news of Jesus. We trust the Holy Spirit to bring about faith and understanding in the
lives of our children.
This handbook was created to provide a central place where every leader and volunteer can
understand the policies and procedures for CityKIDS. We believe this will be valuable
resource not only for the protection of our children, but also for you, the volunteers, and the
mission of Redemption City Church.
Thank you for being good family and investing yourself into the CityKIDS ministry. We pray
that your involvement in CityKIDS will flourish your love and affection for King Jesus and
likewise strengthen the children and families of Redemption City Church.
For the glory of King Jesus in the lives of our CityKIDS,
Monica Weeks
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Section 1- Introduction
CITYKIDS CONVICTIONS AND COMMITMENTS
“One generation will commend your works to another and shall declare your mighty
acts.” Psalm 145:4
Redemption City Church is committed to equipping and strengthening families in growing to
know, love, enjoy, and glorify Jesus with all of their lives. We believe that this is best done in
community. Two primary structures that this growth can take place in is by our CityGroups and
Sunday Gathering. In CityGroups, our children are given a unique opportunity to flourish in
their understanding and love of Jesus by being surrounded by a diverse group of people in
all ages and stages. In Sunday Gatherings, our children receive great Gospel-centered
teaching in fun, interactive classrooms that are developmentally appropriate for them.
We believe parents have been given the joy and responsibility of raising their children in the
ways of Jesus, and RCC is committed to equipping and strengthening their families in raising
their children and providing opportunities for them to live life as disciples.
Children are so valuable to our church. They are not a hindrance, distraction, or
inconvenience to be cared for. We believe they are a precious gift to us so with great joy and
responsibility we will invest well into the future of our church and city.

CITYKIDS VISION
The vision of CityKIDS is not separate from the vision of Redemption City Church.
Redemption City Church is a family of missionary servants sent by King Jesus to make
disciples and plant churches. CityKIDS exists to partner with parents to make disciples of their
children by displaying and declaring the good news of Jesus. This includes:
1. Parents being equipped and supported as they raise their children in Christ. (2 Tim. 2:2,
Eph. 6)
2. The Word of God dwelling richly in our children both in their homes and in community.
(Col. 3:16)
3. Spirit-led CityKIDS servant leaders who are praying continually for our children and the
gospel to take root and bear fruit in their lives. (Eph. 6:18)
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VOLUNTEER APPLICATION PROCESS AND SCREENING POLICY
Purpose of the Policy
Every volunteer to work with CityKIDS must be familiar with this policy and complete our
screening procedures. This policy is motivated by several concerns:
1. We believe that it will help us to guard the honor, reputation, and name of Jesus.
2. Recognizing Jesus’ tender love and concern for children (Luke 18:16), we want to do all
that we can to protect our children from any kind of mistreatment including physical or
sexual abuse.
3. We want to protect our CityKIDS servant leaders from being suspected or falsely accused
of wrongful behavior.
4. We want to protect our church from the scandal and trauma that an incident of abuse
could bring upon our church body and the mission Christ has called us too.
The Policy
1. All volunteers must complete the Volunteer Application and complete and submit
background clearances.
2. All applicant must be at least 18 years of age to volunteer in the CityKIDS ministry unless
permission is granted by RCC elders or CityKIDS Director.
3. All volunteers will be interviews by CityKIDS Director.
The Application Process
We view the application process as an opportunity to get to know you and learn more about
the strengths and gifts the Lord has given you. Also, simultaneously equipping and
encouraging you further in developing gifts and abilities (Hebrews 10:24-25).
All information acquired during the screening process is treated as confidential and will not
be disclosed to others unless the CityKIDS Director and/or elders deem that limited exposure
is necessary too protect a child from possible harm.
1. Application (receive by email)
2. Policies and Procedures
3. Child Abuse Clearance and Criminal Record Check
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Both clearances can be completed for free as a volunteer for 501(c)(3) organization. These
clearances must be submitted to CityKIDS Director.
Individuals that has been arrested for, charge with, are on deferred adjudication or regular
probation for, or have been convicted of sexually oriented or sex reeled crimes, cannot serve
in any area of ministry to children.
4. Interview
All CityKIDS volunteers will have a brief interview with CityKIDS Director or an elder, whose
final approval is required to serve the children at Redemption City Church.
5. Observation
After the volunteer has completed the above steps and been approved by the CityKIDS
Director or an Elder, the volunteer will shadow an experienced CityKIDS Servant Leader
during a Sunday Gathering. Then the volunteer may be placed on rotating schedule to serve.
Thank you for wanting to be a part of such an amazing ministry. Thank you making space to
complete all the required application process so that we can ensure our children are well
cared for. We look forward to serving with you as you use your gifts and abilities to nurture
the children God has placed under our care.
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SECTION 2- CHECK-IN / DROP-OFF / PICK-UP
Check- In
In order to attend a CityKIDS class during our Sunday Gathering, children (birth through 2nd
grade) must be checked in at the CityKIDS Check In Table. Parents must sign in on check in
sheet and complete name tag for each child. If new visitor, please have parent fill out
CityKIDS information sheet in addition.
CLASSES AND AGES

• CityBABES (birth-23 months)
• CityKIDS Preschool (2 - 4 years of age)
• CityKIDS Lower Elementary (Kindergarten - 2nd grade)
Only approved adults may be in the classrooms with children. A parent who wishes to visit a
child’s classroom may do so on first visit. If a parent wishes to participate regularly in child’s
class; he/she must complete the Volunteer Screening and Application Process.
WELL CHILD POLICY
For health standards and safety of our children, children must not be checked in if any of the
following conditions are present:

•
•
•
•
•

Fever of 100.4 degrees or more in the last 24 hours
Vomiting or diarrhea in the last 24 hours
Persistent cough, croup, or chest congestion
Untreated red, mattering, or crusty eyes
Undiagnosed rash

For any symptom or condition outside of these guidelines, common sense should be used.
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DROP-OFF
Children can be dropped off into classroom anytime by 9:50am and on. Parents please have
your child use the bathroom and wash hands before entering classroom. In the CityBABES
classroom, parents please fill out any additional instructions on clipboard by door so we can
best care for your child.

PICK-UP
We believe the church is a family. One expression of being good family is joining together for
worship through song at the end of our gathering. The Teaching Elder is aiming to finish
sermon by 11:15am and then our church body moves to a time of communion, reflection,
and praise. Children in the CityKIDS Preschool and CityKIDS Lower Elementary will be helped
upstairs where they will find their parents and worship together. Our CityBABES servant
leaders and children will remain in the class until the gathering is finished. If a parents want to
come and pick up their child form CityBABES class to join for worship, we would encourage
that.
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SECTION 3 - SERVANT LEADER ROLES AND GUIDELINES
CityKIDS SERVANT LEADER ROLES
1. CityKIDS Check- In Greeter
Welcome and check in each child at the CityKIDS table. You will need to be at CityKIDS table
from 9:45-10:15am. Greeter will guide parents on how to sign their children in and direct
them to classroom. If a new family is visiting, please introduce family to Lead Teacher in that
classroom.
2. CityKIDS Helper
The helper’s role is to be in prayer for the children and Lead Teacher and to assist the Lead
Teacher in the classroom. The helper needs to arrive and be ready to serve by 9:45am and
stay until the last child leaves. The helper will also assist in cleaning the classroom with the
Lead Teacher.
3. CityKIDS Lead Teacher
The Lead Teacher’s role is to be in prayer for each child and the lesson you will be teaching.
Make space to read and prepare through Gospel Project Curriculum prior to Sunday
gathering. Lead Teacher needs to arrive by 9:30am to be able to pray, set-up, and be ready
for helper and children to arrive. When helper arrives take several minutes to walk through
the morning lesson and specific areas you could use their help during the class. The Lead
Teacher needs to stay with the children until last child leaves . The Lead Teacher will also assist
in cleaning the classroom with helper. If classroom needs any supplies please let CityKIDS
Director know.
Only covenant members of Redemption City Church can be lead teachers. Any approved
person can be greeter or helper.

CityKIDS SERVANT LEADER ATTENDANCE
Redemption City Church is so grateful for the important role each CityKIDS Servant Leaders
has that is why we take seriously the importance of following the guidelines.
1. Arrival
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All Lead Teachers must arrive 30 minutes prior to the start of the Sunday morning gathering.
This time allows for set-up, preparation, and prayer. Please stay in your classroom for the
duration of the gathering.
2. Departure
Servant Leaders must remain in the classroom until the last child has been pick up by parent
or approved adult. Each classroom has a cleaning list posted please follow accordingly.
3. Absences
Servant Leaders are responsible for their assigned shifts. If you need to be absent, the Servant
Leader should find an approved CityKIDS Servant Leader to take your place ands inform
CityKIDS Director.

CLASSROOM SPECFIC INFORMATION
CITYBABES | 0 - 23 MONTHS
Our goal for this room is for each child to be loved, nurtured, and prayed for. Babies are
cuddled and played with. Using the Gospel Project Curriculum Baby/Toddler guide will give
the Servant Leader tangible ways to teach truths of Jesus to the children in age appropriate
way. Each Lead Teacher in this classroom should know the Bible story, review the activities,
and be flexible to the needs of the children.
Feeding Policy
Servant Leaders may feed hungry infants with clearly labeled, prepared bottles. If the infant is
bottle-fed but the bottle is not prepared, Servant Leaders should text a parent to prepare the
bottle for their baby. If the infant is nursing, mothers should be texted when the baby is
hungry.
Diaper Procedure
If a child’s diaper is wet or soiled during the time in the CityBABES class, the diaper should be
changed. Only female volunteers may change diapers, and they must adhere to the following
procedure:
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•
•
•
•

Never move away from or turn your back on the changing table while changing a diaper.
Dispose of diaper in provided trashcan.
Disinfect your hands after changing diapers.
Disinfect diaper- changing area after changing a diaper and at end of gathering.

Distraught Children
When an infant is distraught and crying, CityKIDS Servant Leaders must adhere to the
following procedure, (list is not in any specific order):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pray for the child
Change diaper if needed
Offer prepared bottle or text mother to nurse
Comfort the child and try to distract him/her through song, toy, or a picture book
Walk around the room and talk or sing softly with child
Ask for help from other CityKIDS Servant Leader and see if he/she can calm baby down
If the child has not calmed down after crying for a full 10 minutes, text parent to come to
class.

CITYKIDS PRESCHOOL | 2 - 4 YEARS
Our goal for this classroom is each child is loved, nurtured, prayed for, and share the good
news of Jesus with. This class time will be a mix of both structured class time and free play.
Each class should always start with a welcome time for opening activities. During the class
time the Lead Teacher will teach the lesson from The Gospel Project.
The Gospel Project for Preschool takes preschoolers on a chronological journey through
God’s big story—the story of redemption weaved through Scripture, from Genesis to
Revelation. When preschoolers truly experience the gospel they are forever changed. It is the
gospel, not good behavior, that transforms hearts. The gospel changes everything.
A snack of goldfish and water is given and Servant Leaders can use snack time as opportunity
to rediscover truths they learned that morning through songs or story. At this age, children
have great ability to memorize and repeat memorized phrases. Servant Leaders can aid
children in leading them to memorize Bible verses, main points, and questions and answers
about God’s story.
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Restroom Policy
There is a scheduled bathroom break for the Preschool class, and the two adult policy must
be followed. For the bathroom break, the entire class must be taken to the hallway outside
bathroom. One female adult should help in the female bathroom and one adult should
remain in hallway as children return after using the bathroom and washing their hands.
Transition Children To Parents
CityKIDS will join their parents in upstairs gathering space for family worship. CityKIDS
Servant Leaders make a point to share something with parents that their child enjoyed doing
or did well during the session. Share with parents main point of story and any take home
crafts or art. Please display extra art in classroom.

CITYKIDS | KINDERGARTEN - 2ND GRADE
The goal of this class is for our younger children to be loved, prayed for, and have fun
enjoying learning God’s story.
We are using The Gospel Project for younger kids in this class. The Gospel Project take kids
on a Christ-centered, chronological journey through Scripture. Kids will discover how the
gospel unfolds from Genesis through Revelation. When kids truly experience the gospel, their
hearts are transformed. It is the gospel, not good behavior, that changes everything.
Children in this class will begin with supervised free play and opening activities that introduce
aspects of that weeks Bible story. A snack of goldfish and water is provided. The Gospel
Project curriculum will lead you through activities, games, and Bible story. Make space to help
lead kids in Bible memory and discussing and answering key questions. Use songs,
movement, and hands on activities to reinforce the lesson.
Restroom Policy
There is a scheduled bathroom break for the Preschool class, and the two adult policy must
be followed. For the bathroom break, the entire class must be taken to the hallway outside
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bathroom. Adults should remain in hallway as children return after using the bathroom and
washing their hands.

Transition Children To Parents
CityKIDS will join their families in upstairs gathering space for family worship. CityKIDS
Servant Leaders make a point to share something with parents that their child enjoyed doing
or did well during the session. Share with parents main point of story and any take home
crafts or art.
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SECTION 4 - SAFETY AND SECURITY
STRANGER IN THE CITYKIDS MINISTRY AREA
Only children, parents, scheduled CityKIDS Servant Leaders, and Elders are allowed in the
children’s ministry area after RCC’s Sunday gathering starts. All other adults (including any
other church members) should be escorted out of the area to join the adults upstairs for the
worship gathering. If there is any question or concern associated with a stranger in the area,
the CityKIDS Director, Security Volunteer, or an Elder should be notified immediately to come
and talk to the stranger.

WALKIE TALKIE COMMUNICATION
To ensure the fastest response times in an emergency situation we believe walkie talkies will
be the most successful method of communication. A walkie talkie will be located in each
CityKIDS classroom, soundboard area, and with a security volunteer. CityKIDS Servant
Leaders please use this method of communication to talk with the other classroom, security
volunteer, or someone in the sound area.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
In case of emergency, do the following:
1. Medical Concerns
Immediately report any medical needs or concerns to CityKIDS Director, Elder, and/orbbd
Lead Teachers. The notified person will decide if 911 should be called and make the call, if
necessary, and/or notify a parent. The Servant Leader should remain calm and divert the
attention of the other children. The victim should have an adult with them at all times and
kept still. Do not attempt to move a severely injured person unless in imminent danger.
2. Hazardous Weather
In the event of dangerous weather, CityKIDS Servant Leaders should follow the guidelines
below:
• Stay calm
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• Move your classroom in a quiet and orderly manner to a bathroom or to the CityBABES
room in the building.
• Await further instructions
3. Fire
The first priority in any fire is that all children and Servant Leaders safety is maintained. Any
attempt to put out a fire is absolutely forbidden unless judgement to do so is unquestionable
and presents no possible danger to anyone present.
CityKIDS Servant Leaders should follow the directions below in the event of a fire:
• Stay calm
• If you are in immediate danger (see smoke or flames), evacuate the room through the
nearest safe exit.
• Move your classroom in a quiet and orderly manner outside to the sidewalk opposite side
of building on Pennock Street.
4. Missing Child
Time is critical if a child is reported missing. CityKIDS Servant Leaders should contact
CityKIDS Director or Elder as soon as possible with the following information:
• Name | Age | Gender
• Color of Clothes | Color of Skin | Color of Hair
5. Active Shooter
Hiding may be the only option with infants, toddlers, and young children.
• Lock doors. Barricade doors with furniture.
• Close, lock, and cover windows.
• Turn off lights.
• Gather children in the safest area of the room.
• Keep children quiet. Hide children if possible.
• Turn off sources of noise, such as cell phone ringers.
Be prepared to fight! Yell loudly, throw things, and improvise weapons. Go for the eyes,
throat, or groin of the shooter. Be aggressive!
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